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Social-Groups See
Revelries l’onight
With large blocks of seats reserved for fraternities and sororities, Revelries of 1955 goes into its third night of performances when
the curtain goes up on "In AM My Dreams" tonight at 7:15 o’clock
in the Morris Dailey auditorium.
Choice seats for the show, which is slated to run throughSatur*day, are going fast, according to

No. 89

Still Sells Records
Recordings of San Jose States
Marching Band are atilt avail able, according to Miss Peggy
Major, of the Alumni Office.
The band, conducted by’Dr.
Robert W, Fieste r, features
Numbers suck as "Queen at the
Fleet,* "Bogie Boy," and others.

Eager Rooters
Cost SJS $50

the Graduate Manager’s Office
Tickets will continue to he sold
Louderback at the Graduate Manager’s Office
Over-eager Spartan rooters cast
this week at 75 cents for students the college between $50 and 6100
Friday night by their unorthodox
achniftinn.
andThe
$1 general
Breadmethods of trying-to get a seat in
story concerns
Spartan gym, Glenn "Tiny" Hartranft, head of the Men’s P.E. Department, estimated yesterday.
After being turned away from
Jeri Welch,
Tom Londerbeek, captain of the Disks, portrayed by
this is an opportunity of a life the doors, some more adventurto
appear
football team, is slated
time, but for her husband, por- ous souls tried to get into the gym
before the Student Council this trayed by George Watts, who through the adjacent swimming
afternoon to present the team’s has aspirations of a dramatic pool, basement and smaller gym,
breaking four or five windows, acrole, the opportunity is far beviews on awards,
cording to Hartranft. Members of
According to Art Lund, ASB low his dignity.
A "white lie" that starts with the, eight -man police squad on
president, Louderback feels that
the squad’s viewpoints on the giv- Penny Blake and gains momen- dufy spent eeveral hours in resing out of Awards should be heard turn through the practical -mind- cuing. stranded window breakers.
as well as those of the Awards ed agent, portrayed by Darwin
Committee, Student Council and Hageman, finally culminates in a
P.E. Department which recently "great hoax" when the two trick
have been tossing the controver- Jeff Blake into thinking the new
sial issue around among them. Ju- musical is an opportunity for him
anie Green, chairman of the to become a great dramatic actor.
Awards Committee also is slated
From this point, the show gathto be on hand.
ers speed end momentum, carrying
A calendar for the 1955-56
The Council last week heard
the audience along into the world
a letter from P.E. Department of the comical, witty and humor- school year, a list of ASB rules
affecting campus organizations on
Head Glean "May" Hartninft Otis.
a list of eligible faculty patrons
protesting the recent eorrenftfor social events were prepared for
tee deelsiou allotting SO swards
mailing to 116 recognized campus
to this year’s Irnasity team mamaVOW@ bit’ Mg-Student Activities
bees, et ea all-time bait of SS.
Board yesterday.
In other action, the Council is
The material wilt be mailed to
Lyke, the campus humor magaexpected to hear reports from several committees including those zine, will hit the stands on March all organizations immediately, acplanning the April community ser- 2, according to Jacque Wood. pu- cording to Paul _Sakarnoto, -ASH
Chairman.
vice drive, centennial celebration,
hlicity chairman.
Dates included in the ASB calHomecoming and prosecuting atFeaturing a surpi 1,e element, endar are: Sept. 15 and 16, registorney job revision.
Homecoming Lyke is trying something hew this tration for fall semester; Nov. 11,
Vallenari,
Joe
Armed Forces Day; Nov. 24 and
Committee chairman, is slated to quarter.
Dick Garvin, on Spartan Coffee 25, Thanksgiving Holiday; Dec.
report results of discussions by
IFC and Pan-Hellenic on float Date, who can b heard nightly
grouping and John Denney will over station KLOK at 9.15 o’clock,
discuss findings on possible title is slated to reveal further inforarid function changes for the Pros- Mallon regarding the magazine,
Miss Wood said.
ecuting Attorney.

To Present
Awatd View waleadyharr:.t.e:ainthi7eindeelh-B:mlifIrneired-ry

Perry To Check
On Solicitations

Vern Perry, Public Relations Committee chairman, will meet with
a representative of +he San Jose Merchants’ Assn, "sometime th;s
week" to discuss curbs on downtown solicitation by Spartan organisations,
Perry received a’vote of confidence in the venture from his committee at its regular meeting yes-t erday afternoon.
Plans also were laid to meet
with the Inter-Fraternity Council
and PanheUenic to discuss the problem.
The committee also heard plans
for a meeting with all activity
and organizational chairmen to
be scheduled sometime the latter
part of this quarter or the first
part of next. Perry was named to
explain the purpose and functions
of the PR group to the meeting,
possibly held in conjunction with
an SAB-sponsored conclave.
Strictly Sparta, minivan appearing in the Sunday Mercury News, %mild nicely* a boost if
another proposal, to aid the
moment reporter for the coheirs,
is approved by the committer..
A budget, tentatively for 2225,
will be presented to the Student
Council this afternoon, to take
care of PRC expenses for the remainder of the college year.
Tentative plans for a talent file,
accessible to the student body and
for program approval forms, have
been completed.

ivian iviateriai
To 116 Campus Groups

Lyke Comes Qat
March 2Wood

Sawyer Points
To Fewer Cards

US. Ahead in Nuclear
Weapons RaceWilson
inktfiNGtON, Feb. 15 (UP)
Deem, Seeretary Chalice E. Witso a Maid ttliki that the United
Stake is "Sill ahead or’ the Soviet Union is Mickey weapons developed and the Russians mow it.
He said there Is no nuclear stalemate.
Me salads the slalomed at a
sews emaleremee la reply to last
wades time by Rissima ForMOM, V. M. Melmtsv
_
UM Omega is new the meld’s
agmbier me* ghherab power.
WOMB said Moistov may have
milk the *WMlien effort to
"obscure Whit is Pining" in
the INsWgioneseatipt.
ouch of the
tic seat he
Illeaceer attant
stepped dawn
ter Getigni
as predi,e was "Make in the air
I
131*
7441144111111:41111es a preview
on page ala at etallgbt’s battle between the /batten swimmers and
the Treating* Island Pirate team.
Reed in The Artierican Campus on
=tee MO/ the question of
tor- tint there will be two
Universities of Arizona.
1-2-4
Eteatiwa
---3

to dhirect from what really happaned."
OONORZSSIONAL ACTION
WASHINGTON, Fob, 15 (UP.) Congress was told today the United Stater’ now has 1,370,000 troops
overseas ready fOr combat and
1,602,000 more potential fighting
men in this country.
figures
The previouely-secret
were disclosed by the Defense Department in response to a resolution of inquiry introduced by Rep.
Clare E. Hoffman (R.-Mich.).
Hefei= WS the purpose of
his resolutios is to try to doter-’. . the Need Oar the draft
and the esteeit of oar rafittary
esamitinests abroad."
The report said nen-combat Ser-.
vice personnel were not included.

Tuesday at 5 p.m. 3180 blue
Cards left the Registrar’s Office
destined to reach 2257 SJS students, iceording to D. 11, Salvyer,
assistant registrar. Last quarter
4032 cards were sent tb "2711 students.
Sawyer pointed out that although enrollment at SJS Is inarefainil. the number of blue cards
sent out is diminishing. Last vin ter quarter 2332 sludents received
3416 blue cards, he said.
"Everybody Sites to think we’re
getting better students because of
the raised entrance requirements
last fall, and consequently the blue
cards are falling off, However,
there are about 20 per cent more
students on probation this year
than lent," he said.

17, Christmas recess begins; Jan.
3, 1956, Christmas recess ends;
Jan. 23, Commencement; Jan, 27,
fall semester closes.
Feb. 1-3, orientation of new students; Feb. 6 and 7, registration
for
; Feb. 8. inarch 29 and 30.
struction
Easter recess; May 30, Memorial.
Day; June 6, Commencement and
close of semester.

Okay Scholarship
Final provisions for ass arding
of the James C. De Noss Memortal Scholarship Fund have
been approved by Dr. DeVoss.
P.M dean enterttes, according to
Dr. Edward firmest., (*stoma
of the College Service Funds
Committee.
The fund of me yra,. established by the Class of 1964 la
Dr. Deltas NM* as part of Its
gift to 144IS and with the prevision that he be cemesited an
disbursement of the Md.

Justice Says
Campaigning
Above Arera
Campaigning entered its seaman4.N
day today with a ’little WHIT
than average turnout," in generation for Friday’s ASH elections.
"There were Mete sagas oat
yesterday for But day .1 campagan( than there momally
are," said Mae (Mosquitia; abler
Justice of the Stahel Goma. "It
maw
better turnout than average for the firm day."
"Anyone in the student body
who wants to can run for office
in the elections on a write-in
vote," Croonquist said in reference
to the advertising of Dan Douglas
for the Sophomore Class presidency. Douglas was declared ineligible by the Court cdrlier due to
lack of class counoitparticipation
as required by the ASRhy-Jaws.
"He definitely can rink but If
electedthe question Cum arise
as to his qualifications after he
take oftlee," C’roonquist said.
Results of the elections will he
broadcast over KNRX at 7 p.m.
Friday night on "Spertan Salute"
and will be repeated on Ifist4 p.m.
newscast. The polls
Open,
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. for voling,
under the supervision of Student
Court members and Spartan
Spears. Court members will count
ballots beginning at 4 p.m. ia the
_
_
Student LWOW
-

_
Roos Bros. Offers
Class Mixer Prise

A prize %%ill be awarded
- the
Frosh-Soph Mixer March 3 in the
Men’s gym to the tour kids -who
"put their foot in it
most cue
spicuously.
Roos Bens. will donate tour pairs
of top-quality socks, to he given
to each of the two boys and two
girls sporting the "most original"
leg -wear at the mixer, in the
minds of the judges.
The Males’ loot will be flashy
argyle jobs, while the WiNning females will receive the latest in
Bermuda wear.

Art Exhibit Opens

Will Sing Tonight

Dick Garvin will have as guests
on tonight’s Spartan Cbtfte Date
Show a trio of girls from Delta
Gamma.
The trio, consisting of
Gore, Rosie Trueblood and
Socolofaky, will sing "My Funny
NEW GOVERNMENT
Valentine" and "Lazy River."
PAW F. 15 (UP) --The RaSpartan Coffee Date is heard at
dical Einglinst Forty of outgoing 9:15 p.m. over station KLOK.
-France toPremier Plane Men
night *Med tis suPPort the Worts
of Socialist Christian Plateau to
ferm a mew atmarinnent.
Sophomore wad 41111.0 ’411116.Z
The LAW Sellegisis agreed
gradient mad shodeset mama
ambled
after
los
Pimissofs
to jail
remoseeledisem I rash
had offered to slake Meallefrep me *der student dant
DELTA PHI ’DELTA
Ornate a viee premier.
art, pismire a pare 411
easaillstee are asked In stem at
71ie support of Riendes-France’s the -lipartm HMV ISE= hethe Art wing. EU
party improved Fiellian’s chances twee. 12t sadS
will hp MI
art
to
of entMs.the 11.41W-Old
44110kaegettillt,
meat

iStatements

and

kissimeter Is
)911
Vell110 in Milan/ in
stemonte
Vele AmAlia OM
Dews.
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Editorial

Stop Burning Those Books!
Whet de you do with used books you discover its less trouble
to keep than try to sell somewhereand just about as profitable?
The Tau Dapfts (well-known anyway for their handling of books)
have a goad idea on the subject. Instead of burning them in one
grind impressive pyre, giving thorn to your little nephews for paper
plane manufacture or slowly wearing Awn thin by beating your
roommate over the head with them, the Tau Dells want you to
drop them into campus containers so that they may send thorn to
Indonesia. (Anil is that good place for some of the books we can
think of riethe now!)
Asia has +ratable enough jest feeding hei peoples. Therefore.
it’s not surprising to find that sufficient educational materials somet;msts are lacking--end besides food, what do Asians need any more
than education and demonstrations of good will from the U.S.?
The current drive, then, seems to be a problem solver on both
s.des of the ocean. We reduce over-stocking here and bring up
the supply stacks there at the same time.
Now w wonderis it proper to send this one on the sex life
of eh. male Imo louse?

Thrust and Parry
’Radical Slogan’
1...ar Thrust and Parry:

A representative from the state
of Frorida Is reported to have introduced a bill in Congress to authorise the inscription "In God
we Trust" on all U.S. currency
tit has _appeared on coins since
III64 ). since this legislation undoubtedly has the support of most rell,-emis groups of that area, it might
* considered unjustly critical of
1,liarlon to consider some possible
motives for this action.
Nevertheless, the first motive I
shall consider (under the cultural
Impetus of the age) is that of pure
advertisement. Since the supply
and frequency of use’of this medium make it ideal, the only resuaaintny obstacle is the size of type
used.
Secondly, this Idea might be
termed a statement of policy on
Imre)), transcendental matters.
lightly niece embarrassing would
the necessary follow-up h’gtstiuin defining "We."
third-motive would be called
,ociallatie or anti-capitalistic. For
%ample, the words "Tn God We
Trust" printed on a $5 bill would
iodicete a force equal to, or great e. than, the money (and its materii Nicking), thereby lessening the
ialue-of money and inviting inflation.
All this presupposes that these
religious groups will he prepared
to accept this concept.
Concluding then, It is better to
ha% e to leave this "radical slogan"
on the edif491 of nickels and dimes
here It can he worn off by use
end never be seen again.
Franz Klitza, ASH 195.

Stidents First

Thrust and Parry:
last Friday night the Spartan
inni was filled before the doors
sere operied so far as the students
%s ere concerned.
Never before in the history of
sJS has there been anything so

Spartan Daily

clean cut as to the Idea of just
making money and leaving the
loyal Spartan rooter out.
We know, of course, that here
the student has to pay a $5 AS13
card fee whether he wants to or
not. As he is forced to buy the
card he at least should be let into
any sport function BEFORE the
public, not after.
The P.E. Department knows
that we play USE the 22nd and
there is NO reason why we could
not have the Civic Auditorium and
have it filled with both STUDENTS and public, letting the
students in first! Because, after
seeing the crowd outside the Wm
last Friday, no one could say that
the student is not interested In his
team.
If the student body has to get
pushed around by the heads of
departments, then it is time to get
some ’hew heads: after all, the
sports here at SJS are just "play
for fun" and for the students to
enjoy and not for the sole purpose
of making money.
I would like to know what the
rest of Spartaville thinks about
this so please write your answer
to TEP.
ASB 7431.

Ed. note:

in reply to the above
letter, Glenn "Tiny" liartnuift,
head of the Men’s P.E. Department, stated yesterday that the
"eating capacity of the Civic
Auditorium, approximately 32041,
Is only slightly larger than dies
of Spartan gym. By "really
packing them in on the benches,
our gym holds within one or
two hundred of the ("Me which
ham opera-type seats." he explained.
liartraaft also reported that
350-300 planes were reserved for
non -students In order to meet
expenses. "We would not get
-(BA support it we did not meet
expenses and live up to contracts." he commented, Students
were let into the gym after the
general public was being turaed away, he added.

Pegasus Society
Gathers Tonight
Pegasus, Esiglish honor society, will meet toldslit at the
hems al lees Dewing Pritchard,
NI Asbury St. Time se the
meeting is 740 Velma.
to attend are
Ilkinhamt
Urged UP muted the Easilak
Office, 11-211 or Estemisa 310,
as sem as paselble.
Wes Pritchard retreads any
wise are string to jinn Pegasus that all they seed do Is subset a manmeript I. the seelety
ter. esderstion Mensbersktp
I. granted as the bests of literary ability.

’Y’ Fireside Group
Will Meet Tonight
The home of Dr. Kenneth Ernst,
fine arts division department head,
will be the scene of tonight’s Student Y fireside chat, according to
Untie Hannaford. chairman.
"It’s a real opportunity to get
to know other faculty members,
students and ourselves," says Miss
Hannaford.
Meeting time for the fireside is
7:30 pxn, at the Student Y at 272
S. 7th St. Transportation will be
provided. This is the third fireside
chat to be held this quarter.

FOR KENT
. Large moms,
Minden
own kitchen, 650 S. 5th St.
Home: One man to share with
three students, $20 a month. 384
S. 5th St. CY 2-3859.
Board mad mesa, two college
!nen. Private home. 605 S. 11th St.
Don’t peas this one up! Room
and board for men students, 160
S. 9th St. CY 5-7604.
Gentlemen: Two bedroom furnished apartment. Twin beds for
three or four. Close in. 545 S. 4th
St.
Seems for girls. Kitchen privileges. Fraternity Row. CY 2-5785.
Seem and board, 560. 666 S.
5th St.
FOB SALE
’88 Chevrolet. Four door, good
condition. 237 E. San Salvador.
Apt, 7. Evenings.
The. Lewis and Clark expedition
was organized by the Army In
1803.
"Sae with EASE
and COMFORT .

OPTOMETRIST
DR. CHENNELL
Eyes Refracted
Glasses Made 6 Services’
OPTOMETRIST

OPTICIAN

254 S. Second
CY 5-2747
Manber et SPAR-TEN

TYPEWRITERS

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.

ROBERT LAWS

WASHINGTON (UP/ A century ago this week, your government was fussing about the matter of keeping Indians from ambushing white fathers.
The Congress got exercised over
the problem but did little more
than introduce a bunch of bills,
moat of which wound up in pigeon
holes.
A paid announcement In one of
the Washington papers said a ship-

ment of salt had arrived from
Liverpool aboard the barge Bessie
Them
and the schooner Ann
were 3600 sacks of salt for -sale
at auction.
The Congress also was concerned about a bill to authorize a railroad to the Pacific. Some thought
It was a fine thing. Others said
It would cost too much money, and
one representative said that would
be too long to ride on a train.
anyhow,

FIRE KILLS 13 HORSES
PHOENIX, Feb. 7 (UP) Fire
swept through an 80-stall barn at
Arizona Downs Racetrack early
today killing 13 horses and destroying some 24 stalls.
Preliminary damage estimates
by James Herbuveaux, general
manager, placed the loss of horses
and equipment at some $50,000,

The Placement Office staff ;v.
cently feted Miss Doris K. Robinson, director of teacher placement,
at a luncheon in the campus Tea
Room, following her announcement of her coming marriage to
Edgar Guest, San Jose.
Miss Robinson was presented
with an autographed rolling pin
by the staff.

On

Honor at Luncheon

with
14tt 1173bnan

(.4atto? of -Barefoet Boy wits Cheek," eta.)
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Indians, AmbusliesvAffiiroads
Worried Congress Century Ago

TOWN HOUSE RESTAURANT
Besollfest
Lancheises

40e cad op
75c

Cesnislete Masers

$1.35

CYpross 34354
30 SOUTH FIRST STREET
We ester to parties, beageets, sod
ferth

You busy college people you with your classes and your
studying and your social activities and your three-legged races
It is no wonder that you have so little time for reading. I mean
reading for the pure pleasure of it, not to cram for exams. It is
a sad omission, and my heart goes out to you. I do, however,
take comfort from the fact that the graduation season approaches. Many of you will soon leave the burly-burly of college
for the tranquility of the outside world. Oh, you’ll love it on
the outside! It is a quiet life, a gracious and contemplative
life, a life of ease and relaxation, of plenty of time to enjoy the
treasures of literature.
It is with you in mind that I sit now in my cane-bottomed
rocker and close my kindly gray eyes and smoke a mellow
Philip Morris cigarette and remember books that made me
laugh and books that made me cry and, remembering, laugh and
cry again. It is, I say, with you in mind that I sit thus and
rock thus and close my kindly gray eyes thus and smoke a
Philip Morris thus and laugh and cry thus, for I wish to recommend them lovely and affecting books to you so that you too may
someday sit in your cane-bottomed rockers and close your kindly
gray eyes and smoke a mellow Philip Morris and remember
books that made you laugh and books that made you cry and,
remembering, laugh and cry again.
Sitting and rocking, my limpid brown eyes closed in reverie,
a plume of white smoke curling lazily upward from my excellent
Philip Morris cigarette, I remember a lovely and affecting
book called flood on the Grits by that most talented young
Southerner, Richard Membrane Haw. It is a tender and poignant
story of a sensitive Alabama boy who passes safely through
puberty only to be devoured by boll weevils . . . A lovely and
affecting book.
I puff my splendid Philip Morris cigarette and close my dancing blue eyes and recall another book, a thrilling true adventure,
lovely and affecting, called I Climbed Everest the Hard Way
by Cliff Sherpa. Mr. Sherpa, as everyone knows, was the first
man to reach the peak of Mt. Everest by tunneling from below.
In his book he gives a lovely and affecting account of his trip,
which was not as easy as it sounds, you may be sure.
I light another merry Philip Morris cigarette and close my
lambent hazel eyes and recollect another book Life on the Farm
by Dick Woolly. This is a short book only 55 words and
rather a dull one. It would not be worth mentioning here were
it not for the fact that the author is a sheep.
I exhale a cloud of snowy white smoke from my bracing Philip
Morris cigarette and shut my laughing green eyes and think
of the vast, vast array of historical novels that have given
me pleasure.
There is Blood on the Visor by Richard Membrane Haw (he
who wrote the lovely and affecting Blood on the Grits). There
is Cold Steel and Hot Flashes by Emmeline Prentiss Moulting.
There is The Black Shield of Sigafoos by Wruth Wright There
is Four Quarts in a Galleon by William Idakepiece Clambroth.
There are many, many others, all lovely, all affecting.

But

sitting here, drawing on my matchless Philip Morris
cigarette, my saucy amber eyes closed tightly, I am thinking
that the loveliest, most affecting of all historical novels is May
Fuster’s classic, I Was a Serf for the F.B.I. Mrs. Foster, justly
famed for her rich historical tapestries, has outdone herself
in this tempestuous romance of Angela Bodice, fiery daughter
of an entailed fief, who after a great struggle rises to the lofty
position of head-linesman to the Emperor of Bosnia and then
throws it all away to lead the downtrodden peasants in a revolt
against the mackerel tax. She later.becomes Ferdinand Magellan.
But the list of fine books is endless, as you will soon discover
who are about to leave the turmoil of the campus and enter into
the serene world outside, where a man has time to read and rock
and close his rakish taupe eyes and smoke good Philip Morris
cigarettes.
Owe eligeme.ON
The iseedrers of Philip Morrie, who irises yaw this eirisums, teN mu
ohm in emir hoe*, PHILIP MORNS is the Widget, mitalist
assylledy leer meads.

I Opinions Vary
1 In Segregation Two SJS Professors Will Participate
Poll at Tulane In Atomic Energy Tests in Nevada
Wednesday, Feb. 16. 1955

The American Campus
By SAM PISANO

Sounds Like Sour Grapes...
A "hot box" has de % eloped in
the State of ArJzons as a result of Arizona State f’cillege’s
recent attempts to change the
school to a university.
While tbe students at Arizona
State College are circulating petitions to change the name of
the school to Arizona State Cab ersity, the students at University of Arizona are circulating
petit:ons preventing the change,
reports the "State Prem."
The main remain University of
Arizona gives for deterring action is that it would cause con-

imam in peoples’ minds between
the two schools.
In answer to this comment
the staff at Arizona State College printed_ the following editorial: "These who predict that
’confusion’ would result are being unrealistic. One shudders at
the chaos that must have existed
In Ohio ay these years--with
Ohio University, OW State Use
verslty, Ohio Wesieyan
shy amid Old. Northern University. Is there any doubt as to
which Ohio University won the
last Hone Bowl game?"

"THE HULLABALOO". Tulane
University- -A public opinion poll conducted
on the campus just before Christmas indictated that 40% of ’no
lane’s student body was against
segregation, The Hullabaloo learned this week.
The poll showed that another
20!-A- of those students questioned
were without any opinion on the
subject and the remaining 40’4
were in favor of segregation, an
informed source told the Hullabaloo.
The complete results of the
pall, conducted in connection
with student clam work, were
Michigan State Library was presented with a hook that was 36 not released for publication.
But those students who were
years overdue. The fine at two cents per day was 1262.94. The individagainst integration were against
ual did not have to pay the fine because he was able to prove that he it more on social grounds than on
was only two years old at the time the book was taken out.
.
any other, The Hullabaloo was
told. Many more students were
willing to admit the Negro to the
classroom and even to the cafeYoung ladies of UCLA were horrified by the capers of some 100 teria than into the dormitories
ii%e Santa Monica Bay crabs that had.. been planted in library read- and fraternities,
The accuracy of the poll was
ing apmos and the coop shortly before ’a football 1, ictorj celebration.
questioned because some of the
The crabs scuttled under the tables and chairs and among agitated
coeds before being captured. Coffee drinkers evacuated the mop as students conducting it deviated
from the prescribed method
the crustaceans scampered across the floor.
The poll, a specific assignment type, was supposed to be
conducted on every fiftieth student in all colleges of the V.1Six students at North Texas
Dwaine Summerville. only perState College sustained injuries re- son involved in the accident capInstead, more Arts and Science
cently following an accident which
able of walking away, said that and fewer medical students than
completely demolished both cars,
which he was riding were prescribed were asked such
according to "The Campus Chat," the car
went into a skid before the crash," questions as, ". ..are your parents
colleg,e newspaper.
In favor of segregation: how long
Harold Spearman, most -serious- the paper reported.
" ’The car in front of us either do you think it will be before Nely injured student, remained ungroes are accepted as equals on
conscious at a hospital Feb. 2 but slowed down or stopped and our
campus; and what part of the
was tc-rned slightly improved by brakes grabbed or something. he
country are you from?"
said."
hospital officials.
The professor conducting the
poll said that he did not want to
release it for publication because
The person who wrote the question to Dr. Comntager at his lec- of its "controversial nature."
ture asking why "you liberals" try to silence people like McCarthy
He said that it might result in
under the cloak of liberalism brought the house down, reports the the curtailment of academic free’’Daily Texan," University of Texas newspaper. The historian became dam and that no more such polls
eloquent when he explained that no liberal ever tries to silence any - would be undertaken as assigned
classwork in the future.
One because he knows that with silencing, the truth cannot emerge.
Eleven students conducted the
And besides, he pointed out, if liberals had been trying to silence poll, each interviewing ten subMcCarthy, they’ve done a mighty poor job!
jects.

Better Late Than Never...

Carbs Mild; Coeds Wild

Six Students Injured

Liberals Fight Back

Leavin’ the Country?
University of Washington Sigma Chi will Maser their HMS
Sweetheart at a dance to be held at Harrison Hot Springs, British
Columbia,

It’s Very Rare for Students
To Pass Prof. Lore’s Classes
"CAMPUS", Collee Cif the Sequoias -It was exam time when I first
visited Dr. Fuller Lore at his perch
on the top shelf of the library. He
greeted me with a sadistic smile.
"Doctor," I said as I scrambled into a squatting position beside him on the top sisell "with
the exam season upon us again
there are rumor* flying that you
have never had a student who
could peas one of jour courses.
Is that true?"
"No, lil tad," he said, blushing
modestly. "once I had a student
that received a ’D’ in one of my
courses. Chap named Einstein."
"But. sir," I said, awed by this
tremendous educational record.
"how have you managed to do this
ali of these years?"
"It was easy," he said, dancing
three bars of a schottische to celebrate his happy past. "I merely
used the simple trick of the trade."
"Tricks of the trader
"Yes. Per exampies whets I
first begais to teach I used the
bask teelosique. I would teach
from one boob and ghe all my
tests from earither."
"A real stroke of genius!"
"Sir," I said, prostrating myself
before this leader of men, -you
are a man among men."
-True, true," he said. "you
should have seen my students
struggling over such question as
’Is the primary structurism of
Drogheda ellipsoid or parelletepiped?’"
"But did you, always have the
support of the administration?"
ream intione there
No,
were these orb. rebelled agabat
my measles. Osiee I was toned
te stip teMeldier my regidar
manes aid esade to tree* Ilas-

ket Weaving 101 and Radio An.
bouncing 202."
-And that was the end. sir?"
"Oh my. no! When it looke as
if I might have to pass a student
I made a few changes. Have you
ever taken Barbed-Wire ’Basket
Weaving 101 of 13abylonian-Greek
Radio Announcing 202"
"Very good, your excellency. Tell
me, do you expect any trouble
with the students this year at
exam timer
"No, the students are as dumb
.as ever, and I’ve got sonic new
tricks up my sleeve,"
JOHN MEEHAN

BYE] Will Revise
Courses Next Fall
Brigham Young "UNIVERSE".
Brigham Young University
Revised and strengthened Brigham Young University graduation
requirements have been approved
by the faculty and are being prepared for next year’s catalog, it
was announced by Dr. A. Smith
Pond, curriculum committee chairman.
Main features of the program
are a reclassification of depart rnents within general requirenient
groups. a limited range of Murals
that may be used to fill group&
and a raise in the total hours ft/quired to 84 hours, which may be
reduced to 78 by taking classes for
credit in two fields. Present requirements are 82 hours.
The new program will be instituted with newt year’s freshman
claim AcsardiMi to Dr. Pond, prescot BYU -students may arrange
to enter the readied program, but
those who do MB be required to
completely till their groups from,
the accredited courses.

Prof Idiosyncracy
Makes Tall Tale
"Idiosyneracies may not make
the world go ’round, but they certainly make conversation fodder.
One of the first things learned in
college." writes Carolyn McCoy of
the Daily Trojan. "is that each individual has a peculiar set of unusual actions, and that professors
are not outside the class of ’in
dividuals.’ "
One renowned SC professor economizes with the utmost scientific accuracy. Deciding he would
build a house, he did just that,
sparing no costs on the materials,
and then, after he and his family
moved in, spared no luxury on their
schedule of daily living.
One pan of dishwater is enough
for a day of dishwashing, he emphasizes. "The dishes can wait!"
To further conserve funds, his
wife travels to the bathtub daily
to fill the dishpan. The professor
figures less heat is lost that way
because the distance of pipes from
the water tank to the bathtub is
25 feet less than the distance to
the kitchen sink.
HATTIESBURG, Miss.---(UP)-When Leo Spraigs reported to
police headquarters that a friend
of his had been missing for two
days it took Sgt. Lester Blackburn
less than a minute to find him.
The "missing" man was in city
$11-
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1Svo SJS Science Department crews could work in a contamifaculty members are slated to par- nated area.
ticipate in the atomic tests in NeAlso. Dr. Greene pointed out if
vadaas members of a four man an area is no too "hot- to necesteam operating a mobile radiolog- Sit ale evacuatiOil but the radio,
ical laboratory.
activity decays slowly, inhabitants
The professors are 1)r. Earnest there can still get a lethal doe
S. Greene. professor of physics. I over a period of CCIfiliatked exposand Dr. F. Albert Ellis. assistant 1 ure. "Thus it become very imporprofessor of anatomy and physi- I tant for us to determine the deology.
cay rate. In the Nevada tests the mobile
Pact of the team’s job now is to
lab will be used to make mcasur- train other personnel to stork in
ments_ of radioactivity in fringe! the lab I)r Ellis and Du Green,’
areas, according to Dr. Ellis.
were asked to participate in this
They. along with their collea- work b thi State Office of
gues. Don R. Myers and Karl Defense Tho took their training
Stahr of the San Jose sanitation at the Dais campus of the tno
department. operate one of the 16’ ersity of California last June.
such labs stationed at strategic
locations in the state. Dr. Ellis
said. There are three such labs
in the Bay Area. one of them being stationed in San Jose under
the direction of the health department. In explaining their du
ties, Dr. Greene said that if an
CV 23771
atomic attack comes, the lab and
its personnel have several important jobs to perform. One is to relay reports to civil defense headquarters from monitoring teams
checking the amount of contamination in areas to determine
whether or not they should he
evacuated. The monitors also
with
personnel
for exposcheck
TRACY
SPENCER
ure to radioactivity andi
check vehicles to control the
RYAN
ROBERT
spread of radioactive fall -out to I
ANNE FRANCIS
uncontaminated
localities.
"I f
headquarters were knocked out by
an attack, then it would be our
--Ploo
responsibility to organise and supervise the monitor teams." he
explained.
.
Trees. Howard, Mowry ToNo
The lab, with its precise instruments and specialized personA wow, is "CAINE MUTINY"
nel, also would check food, water,
air and soil for contamination.
How long an area remains contaminated also would be checked
by the lab and its crew. This an
be done by predicting the decay
NOW PLAING
rate of the radieactivity in the I
’
areas which periodically Is cheek- I
ed by monitors. The decay rate is
the half life of a radioactive substance, the measure of the rate
at which radioactivity decreases,
Dieetitsy Dalr:ile
Dr. Greene expiained. At present,
experience indicates a rate that
can be plotted on a chart. "HowGift. Lelitsisris;.4. Errol Perm
ever, if a bomb were rigged with
CROSSED SWORDS"
radioactive cobalt, than the dreay
rate would be much lees than we
are counting on," he said.
The decay rate would dictate
NOW
whether or not an area needed to
CONTINUOUS
be evacuated, how soon it could
DAILY
be reoccupied if it is to be evacuated and how long emergency
.
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AEC Tells of H-Bomb
Contamination Menace
By JOSEPH L. MYXLER
United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON, Feb. IS. (UP) Tha government
reported
today that under -the worst possible conditions reclioactivo fdletiof
gierrt H-bomb could kill every person in a 7,000-square-rale
from
aria downwind from tho explosion.
This estimate, described es -extreme," was mad* by the Atomic
*Energy Commission in the first
Scofficial report on the radioactive
menace to life of a "very large"
te. nee
H-bomb like the one tested by
the United States at Bikini last
March 1.
The AEC considered what might
have happened if that bomb had
burst in a populated region. If it
fir. James P. -Heath. 5.15 pro7.000 square miles of
fissaor -of zoology. recently was had. about
ex
downwind .from
he American territory
ed
plosion would have been "so conAmoriation for the Advancement I
taminated that survival might
of Science, according to the Nat- I
hese depended upon prompt evacused Science Division office.
uation of the area or upon taking
The Association has been in ex.
shelter and other protective
Isl.-nee more. than 100- years for
measures."
..prornotlog better understanding of
If Washbfeeton were the tarhumanity as a whole. fir. Heath
explained. It has close,to 50,000 get of such a bomb, and If the
inwentrers inclurtine members of wind direction was generally
seffikoted and associated organize - nifrtheustward, tmproterted persons a m o n.g the more than
times
11,000,060 persons in a Nide belt
Election to a fellowship usually
mines is recognition for research extendiug from here through
of_iielence Dr. Heath’s metropolitan New York would
la a
ecolqgy, the study of the be in jeopardy of their lives.
re-id
The official figures on the area
r-lationship between organisms
He is a of fallout threat are fn fair agreeand tneir environment
member of the Ecological Society ment with other estimates made
i.1 Amer-Ice. a group associated presumably without benefit of the
with the ,AAA.S. It was from Bikini data.
mernhershiP in this organization
The California Office of Civil
l ie was elected a fellow of Defense recently put the hazard
the eesiociation
area at more than 4.000 square
miles. Dr. Ralph E. Lapp, former
government atomic scientist, more

Croup
Names Heath
Assn. Fellow

the

phase

IRE To Hear Talk
By Engineer Chief

-Iilystron and Microwave Apple
reemins" will be the subject of an
nildrews by Getege E. Hackley,
manager of applications engineering at Varian Associates. when he
nildoeses the Institute of Radio
lertgaiwers and the Amateur Radio
Club In the Engineering auditorawn7:30 o’clock tomorrow
e%..ning
Pfau. tor. juinieg Varian in 1949.
lifackley was with the Sperry
Gyroscope f’o He is acquainted
with RH type.. of microwave system... existing and contemplated
The lecture is appropriate re
follow the trip to the linear
prator. as the accelerator us.-klystrons ha Its 140111’Cl of elect,"
energ ). amortises t..
taagtic
ra Key, IRE publicity chait
.win

lit

U.S. Air Force Constructs
Electronic Wall in Alaska

By GLEN’S: taTACKHOUSE
talted Press Staff Correspondent
Elmendorf Air Forte. Base, Alaska. Feb. 16.
The U.S. Air Force is building an elecI UPI
first line of defense
(tonic wah- across Alaska,
against atomic attack from ate back door of Soviet
Russia.
The all-important DEW i Distant Early Warnimp radar chain forming the outer perimeter of
the defense wall .is not completed. A top air force
officer told me the gaps are being filled "to the
best of our ability," but it takes three or four years
to build a radar site on an Arctic mountain top.
Tb. Army weak, wierfany at a proposed dad

the

for

Nike

Alaska.
pocket antealreraft defiles,
of
This in -being considered." Army spokesmes soy,
but It has mud been bunt due to "lock of fuudo.The military needs more watt-aircraft lnstallaMuir of all types in the Arctic. The Air Foxe
mentions "homing nilsallee" that would tak.e the
guess-work out of interception, but these are still
laboratory weapons.
As of now the Alaskan command has all the bases
it needs, but it wants more dispersal strips to "keep
us from losing everything in one show," as occurred at Pearl Harbor,
With all its flaws. the Alaskan defense wall as
it stands today would be no pushover for an enemy.
Air Command system under Maj. Gen.
George R. Acheson is in two parts that are severated, roughly by the Alaskan mountain range which
bisects the peninsula East to West.

The

al Aelebeealte26 miles southeast of
At Eielson Air Force
Ladd, the command has its super-fast F-86D Saber
Jets, the fighter-bomber outfit whose job it would
be to tangle with intruding enemy jets and offer
close support for any ground operations.
Eielson’s most Important mission, however, is
to act as a launching site for the strategic air 0010mand’s global atomic bombers in the want of war.
This hose would be a "last chance" stop for bombers
enroute front the United States to wreak "massive
retaliation" against the enemy.
As for defeats against an taitiof attack. en
weather interceptors which elbab at an oar-popping 140 feet per seeand amid blest the uneasy out
of the sky with electronic preekdas.
Paradoxically, these planes carry no guns and
their pilots never fire a sr. The pilot
even see the enemy he is destroying.
The Scorpions carry "Mighty Mouse" rockets on
huge torpedo-shaped pods under each wing. The
rockets are fired by an electron brain that takes
over once the pilot and his radar-oboerver have
brought the plane into contact with the- enemy.
4As one officer put it: "We paid -the Russians
57.200.000 for Alaska. Today it wouid cost them
more than that just to try lo fly over it.’’

Base,

may never

State Employee Gen. Council
Will Begin Confab Here Friday

H-Bomb Poison
WAstH1N6TON. Feh. 15.
(IP)
The Atomic Energy
Corrunisaion said today this) the
If -bomb tested at Bikini last
Nfitreh I eontanaheated a cigar shaped area extending shout
120 miles downwind from the
bloat.

recently estimated t h t 10.000
square miles might he dangerously contaminated by a single
If-bomb. Considering the host of
variables involved; the agreement
is close.
DYSON DetLLING1611
The AFC said It was publish. . . leads grasp
ing general data on the
II -bomb’s radio-aethe t hreat
becalm’. "nuclear weapons are
In possession of the l’fit4111." It
%Aid It believes the American
people want to know uhat the
dangers are and what they can
Dr. Arturo B. FallieR.protessor
do "to protect themselves If an
atomic attack should ever of philosophy, will tell of his work
Omega Pt honorary business
during his sabbatical leave front
Sertlf."
rilkwation group, has named James ;It made these points:
the college at the regular staff
Lick High School’s cafeteria as .!
1
While the fallout threat is meeting of the Psychology and
itie sae for their annual dinner , great, it can be "gelidly reduced Philosophy Division this afterMareh-73 at 730 p.m. Speaker of by simple precautionary mess- noon.
the esening will be Dr. Albert C. urea.’
Dr Faille received
fellow Fries Nen the University of
from the Ford Foundation
2. 1 ntll fool -proof world shop
}lout hem California
to study on the relationship of
control of atomic weapons in
(’tat of the :deer is e1.50. and
phy to the general
achiesed. this Called Staters
a sign-up sheet le prosided in the
program. Attending as a
I continue Its nuclear test lb saltless 0 (fit’e for !harm who
guest will be James P. Sennlan of
as "a paramount finty of
wish to attend, according to
the Institute of Philosophical Reour goreogassent."
Illernlerit. hieterian of Pi
search in San Francisco. accordi 3
Although absolutely conclu- ing to Dr. Charles W. Telford.
omega Pt
A iiiissness meeting will be held sive information is not yet avail- division chairman.
-beta) in Room 113 at 3 30 p m_ able, the commission’s scientists
believe the long-term ge netic
For newel-looting heir ...
i threat of atomic tests to future
! generations is not nerioux. The
total amount of radiation received
SpeciaNzing In A*
by Americans frorn all tests
officere %sill be elected awl a I’S, Brit Rh, anti Russian
WOO PERMANENT
is no
constitution will he drawn up to- more than the exposure "received
21 W San Carlos
CV 24707
night -when the Spanish Club from one chest X-ray."
meets ufficiolb for the first time:
*hie quarter at 8 o’clock in Room
FIRST-I MUST Frit
CATCH
13
HIMMN HAIR, WITH
Islans for a Spenteh play to he
QUICKLY!? wILDROOT CREAM
Risen next quarter. still also be
011..if- REMOVES
disciiseed, aceordine to Dr
LOOSE DANDRUFFham Moellering. club tirliner awl
244%
_
professor of modern languages.
0
Memberahip in the club is open
c
to ell students on eamptis who Sri Interested in Spanish, the Professor said..

Fallico To Talk
To Psych Staff

Picks l)inner Site
pi

The California State Employees
Association General Council will
!hold its convention in San Jose
Friday. Saturday and Sunday. The
group of 500 delegates for more
than 50,000 state employees will
convene to discuss current legislative action and to elect officers
for 1955.
Byron Bollinger, superintendent
of buildings and grounds and president of the local CSEA chapter,
will lead the delegation from the
San Jose area. Other members
’of the delegation are Dr. S. Laird
Swagert, associate professor of
political science, Muriel Cleric of
the executive dean’s office, and
Dr. G. AJexander McCallum, professor of biology.
"The local chapter, as the host
group, is in charge of all social
affairs, and decorations for the
event," Bollinger said.

Library Initiation
Alpha Beta Alpha, national
library sorority. initiated thirteen
new members last week and pledged another. Following the ceremony in the library, a dinner was
held at Lucca’s.
Thome initiated were Beverly
Mien, Mary Crawford, Maria Dot
Pearl FeeMer, Irene Naha,* India
Newt en. Canal Olei n. Mavis
O’Reilly, Joanne Rice, Meeder
Robinson, Gladys Rydberg, Ruth
Taylor and Harriet Wiscasage.
In a special ceremony, Alice
Beck was pledged.

Rally Committee
To Meet Tonight
Rally Committee members will
meet tonight in Room 39, next to
the Health Office. at 7:30 o’clock,
Shunji Ito, chairman, reported
yesterday.
Main action of the evening will
be the election of a second vicepresident for the committee, Ito
said.
Other proceedings include discussion of the Rally High School
Convention to be held in March
and a report from a special cornmattee on the possibilities of an
all-college conference at SJS.
The rally executive committee
will meet in the Student Union at
3,30 p.m. today, Ito added.

roup Will Honor
Friencts Tonight
Members of Eta Epsilon, home
economics social organization, will
fete their parents and friends tonight at an informal supper in the
campus cafeteria, according to
Lorna Mondora. president.
Dr. Margaret C. Jones, head of
the home economics department,
will speak on the advantages in
the department. A tour of the
building will follow.
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Three One-Act Plays
Today in Theater

hold Play Practice.
lithe ass* reis’esuraial of
Red aiding Hood" will be Monday. Feb. 2I at 7:30 p.m. in the
Steidle Theater. according to Dl.
pee: s. James Kerr, associate proIleasoe of drama.
The childree’s play will be
produced April 9 in the Old
Little Theater at id a.m. and
2 p.m.

Student directors will again esercise their talents this afternoon
when the second set of three one-act plays open in the round" at
3:30 p.m. in the Studio Theater. Admission is free to students and
public.
On this afternoon’s playbill are "The Intruder," by Maurice Masterlink, directer by Harold Gar-.
cia. Appearing will be Richard Wilson as the Grandfather: Wayne
Ward as the Father; Robert La
Crosse as the Uncle; Sylvia Cirone, Merle Morris and Nancy Stephens as the Daughters: and Anne
Gullison as the Maid and as r
Sister -of-Charity. The play takes
place in an old chateau in 1900.
The second play will, be -The
Twelve Pound Look," by James
M. Barrie. Under the direction of
Janet Ellingon are Jim Bertino as
Harry Sims; Miki Murphy as Mrs.
Harry Sims; Jeri Welch as Kate
and Lewis Campbell as Tobes.
The scene is the library of the
Harry Sims home in the morning.
"Ghosts A La Mode," by Irving
Simon, will be directed by Darwin Hagemari as the third play
of the afternoon. Cast are Marilyn Behnke as Lizzie South; Donald West as George South, George
Priest as Montmorency; RAITIOna
Puccinelli as Fortesque; Jacqueline Wood as Haarneyer: and
Carl Williams as Johnny Crane.
The scene is an old, %scant farm
house in the present.
The last set of three plays will
be presented Friday at the same
time and place. They are "The
Twelve Pound Look." directed by
Robert Somerville; "Brothers," directed by Virginia Ann Jolly; and
"Silver Nails," directed by Ron
Sherriffs.
All the student directors are
enrolled in Drama 132, Play Production, under James Kerr, associate professor of Drama.

Symphony To Play
At Music Confab
The SJS Symphony has been
chosen to perform at the national
conference of California Western
Division of Music Educators April
3 in Berkeley. It will play the
Faure "Requiem."
The college symphony, directed
by W. Gibson Walters, will be assisted by the SJS A Capella choir
on the same program. The conference also will spotlight orchestras from colleges of other western states.
Alfred Frankenstein, music critic for the San Francisco Chronicle, will be present at a later performance of the SJS Symphony
April 5.

Stalag 17 Opens
Feb. 24 at Civic
Stalag 17, the play on which the
Academy Award-winning motion
picture was based, v.ii be presented for the first time Feb. 24 in
Montgomery Theater of the Civic
Auditorium. It is scheduled to run
three nights. Feb. 24, 25 and 26.
Curtain time is 8:30 p.m. for
all three performances.
Tickets may be obtained at the
Denny-Watrous box office in the
Civic Auditorium. Students will be
selling the tickets also. Admission is $1 with an ASB card and
$1.50 general admission.
Four San Jose State students.

Revive Childhood

Story-Telling Hour To Feature
Six Children’s Stories Today
College students will have an opportunity to glance at their second childhood this afternoon at a Storytelling hour at 4 o’clock in the
Morris Dailey auditorium.
Six children’s stories will be told by students from Wails:tie R.
Murray’s Education 389 Storytelling classes. This will be the only
storytelling hour this quarter.
-The Traveling Fox." will be read by Dorothy Huggins. followed
by Charlene Doll reading "Biunbino the Clown." Bill Walker will read
"Pitch Pine Billy." and Ken Sterling will read "Living in Wales." Norman Johnson will give "Charcoal," and "Angelo the Clown" will be
read by Paula Engel.
One hundred and seventy reservations were received by yesterday for the program, which will be announced by Pearl Tennyson. It
is open to the general public and student body free of charge.

Plans Now in Progress
For Arts Ball in Spring
Plans are now being made by
Alpha Gamma and Delta Phi Delta, campus art organizations, for
the annual Beaux Arts Ball which
will be held April 1 at Alpine
Lodge.
A contest for the designing of
a handbill advertising the Ball.
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Forensics Tourney

Three Represent
SJS in Tourney
Three girls vrill represent the SJS forensic team at the Invitational
Indirldval Events Tournament at UCLA tomorrow, Friday and Satyr.
clay.
Joyce Osborn. Edith Alcoa and Ariel. Davis, accompanied by
Lawrence Mouat. professor of speech end the forensics adviser,
leave tomorrow to compete in
reading recitals and impromptu
speaking contests with .colleges
and universities from the eleven
western states.
Miss Osborn, a senior speech and
’drams major, has
aken first place
n the Oral Inerpretation proSoloists were chosen yesterday
crams for two
for "Hors Noviasirna." oratorial
cantata to be held in the spring.
at Fresno
Soprano soloists are Joanne
t n d Peppenline
Trellis and Shirley Swallow. The
*bates and will
lone contralto soloist is Bonnie
iampete in both
Bolin,.
davisions at the
Winners of the tenor solo spots
UCLA tournaare Roy Hendricks and John MorOHL 1110UAT ment.
rison, while Richard Styles and
Miss Alcock will repeat the ten. William Schneider secured the sominute reading recital "Love of
loist positions as bosses.
All those chosen are music ma- Life." which she read in the Ovid
Reading program Thursday. Mu
ims.
Judges at the auditions were Davis will read "Quest for Jim-oral
William J, Erlendson, acting head tire." also a repeat front the
program. Both girls are
of the Music Department. Dr. Karl reading
Ernst, head of the Fine Arts De- English majors.
Contestants in the impromptu
partment, and Dr. Hugh Gillis,
will read an editorial
executive head of the Speech and speaking
handed to them by the )(Wefts on
Drama Department.
a subject new to them, and ha’
"Hora Novissima" will be difive minutes to prepare comments
rected and conducted by Dr. Ernst.
for a speech.
Gus Lease’s choral ensemble will
The next debate will be the Earl
perform also, and accompanying
Warren Debate March 8 with the
will be the San Jose State College
College of Pacific at the Stockton
orchestra.
campus on the question, ’Should
The cantata is scheduled to be
the US. Recognize Red China".
presented early in May. It is the
first such event to be performed
this year.
Dr. Jack E. Fink, assistant professor of English, will appear as
CALIFORNIA POPULATION
a violin medalist on the musical,
program of the Stanford Facultj
(UP p
SAN FRANCISCO.
The magazine Western Industry Association tonight at 8 o’clock id
predicts that in 10 years Califor- Palo Alto.
He will play Handel’s first piano
nia will lead all other states in
population. The magazine predict- violin sonata with Miss Carole
ed that by July 1, 1965. California Chasm at the pinto. Dr Fink pOo.ed for four years with the St.
will have 16.872.000 residents
37,000 more than New York State Louis Philharmonic.

Judges Determine
Spring Quarter
Cantata Positions

3 by 4’s inches, is now in progress. Deadline for the contest is
Feb. 23. Anyone is eligible to enter.
according to Pat Collin’s, who is in
charge of general arrangements
for the dance.
More information about the contest is posted now on the Art Department bulletin board in the
Art Wing. Designs may be placed
in an envelope on the board.
Bids for the event will go on
sale March 1 and may be purchased by any member of the student body. The event will be a costume ball and a grand prize will
Alpha Beta Alpha: Work meethe given for the best costume at
ing at 2:30 p.m. in L-212.
the dance. according to Miss ColCanterbury Club: Any club lins.
member or Episcopal student interested in spending Feb. 18-20 at
Phi Beta Kappa is the oldest
the convention at Monte Toyon
should make reservations now. American College Greek letter fraPrice is $5. Call secretary of Trin- ternity, organized at William and
ity’ Episcopal Church, CY 3-7953. Mary College in 1776,
Flying 20: Business meeting tonight at 7:30 o’clock In E-119.
Newman Club: Meet tonight at
8 o’clock.
New Stputhilt ChM: Open meeting today at 8 p.m. in Room 13.
PI Omega P.: Business meeting
today at 3:20 p.m. in Room 133.
Rally committee: Meet tonight
at 7:30 o’clock in Room 39. Executive committee will meet today at
3:30 p.m. In Student Union.
Tan Deta PM: Assemble in Tower tonight at 7:30 o’clock.
WAA Basketball: Women’s gym
is site of action tonight at 7 o’clock.
Why’? ChM: Meet today at 3:30
Laos Poporrsolo Refill
School Approvani
in Student Y.
Padi Loses itosscislito Polot
Son kof Apprewid
Choiss of 5 Color Styling’
one speech and three drama majors, will he in the cast of the
Play.
Two SJS graduates also are responsible for many of the technical aspects of the presentation.
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SPECIAL to

STATE Students
BALL POINT PEN

%Otis any 5 GALLON
PURCHASE of GASOLINE

UNITY CLOTHING STORE
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INS SOUTH MARKET
(across the street from the Telephone Co.)
We Feature

State Jackets

$13.95

Denim Peg Leg Pants

$ 3.95

Corded Peg Log Pants

6.45

Gabardine Sport Skirts .........

3.95

All colors

Diseeent to

State Storloots

.$

410

Special Offer good only
while supply lasts

3rd Street

0.111 SifS

100% Nylon Prefab $acks
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Spartan Mermen Joust
Treasure Island Navy
By TERRY SWEENEY
earlier in the month at home 61 An inju ry-riddled San Jose’ 23. with the Spartans getting only
State swimming team engages a lone first place. Captain Dick
loaded Treasure Island Navy team !Tarelfall, who attained a second
tonight in the Spartan Pool. The place in that meet, will be out of
I TI Pirates have. as members of tonight’s contest. The Spartan
;their squad. 10 men who are can- free -Eyler has an infected blister.
’tlidates for the US Pan American Tom Elaine, the only senior on the
. team stationed at the Island for squad, is a doubtful participant.
Tom Nitsson, a diver, has been out
training.
The Pirates defeated San Jose since the first TI meet, when he
broke his nose in diving.
1
The only bright spots for the
Spartans tonight are the return
of Dick Earthman from sick bay,
and Jay Coss, of whom Coach
Charlie Walker says may have the
best chance to score some points
tonight.
Potential Pan American swimmers expected to see action for
By JERRY GANDY
Heffernan’s PiDa,e Fanner, Spartan lx-iser. Coach Frank M.
are Don Hill, ex -University
will get another shot at Wash- rates
champ;
ington State’s Gordy Gladson. two- of Michigan 50 freestyle
Dick Martin. former Williams Coltime NCAA champion, tomorrow
ace, who has been clocked at
night at Pullman in the second lege
50.0 in the 100 yard dash; Frank
dual meeting of the two teams.
Naus. ex -North Carolina State
Boxing as a heavyweight. Glad- distance swimmer ; Jim ’McCarthy.
son scored a 30-29 decision over All-American high school freeFanner at Spartan Gym Jan. 21. stsler.
Gladson has dropped to the light
Coach Walker’s tentative lineup
heavyweight ranks recently since against the visitors includes: 300
Ron Kalafat. 205-pounder became yard medley, Dick Earthman, Jim
eligible for the Couger squad.
Anderson and Abuoaf; Carl Yates,
Fanner also will drop to the Tom Haine, if available, and Ron
light heat). rank. and meet the Smalley in the 220; Art Lambert
"Rock" In the 178-pound match
is &Nal lone participant in the
tomorrow. If Fanner boxes the
50 yard dash, and Ftollo Koivisto
rest of his bouts at 178, he wUl
represents the Walkermen in the
be eligible to enter the Pacific
150 medley.
Intercollegiate tournaCoast
Roy Cleghorn, Phil Ferguson.
’tient as a light heavyweight.
Coach Julie Menendez reports
that the southpaw veteran insists
he will be able to make the weight.
Footballer Stan Galas will make
his collegiate boxing debut tomorrow night against Kalafat in the
John Oldham of the Foul Balls
heavyweight encounter.
Coach Menendez learned this scored 90 points in three games
week that John Freitas. veteran to take the intramural basketball
141-pounder, will return to the program scoring lead for games
through Monday night, according
boxing squad. ’,rens* has been
sidelined with a shoulder injury to Wade Wilaan, student intrabut hoe received his doctor’s mural director
The Foul Balls top the "D"
okay to box.
Freitas is a little overweight, League with three wins and no
but should be able to trim down losses.
In the "C" League. Dick Valto the welterweight ranks easily
by the University of Nevada meet entine has scored 53 points while
his Spartan City team has been
March 4. Menendez said.
Freitag has been student coach dropping two contests.
Robert Sutton of Kappa Tau
during his absence from the ring.
leads the "A" League scoring with
34 points in two games while Bill
Pickle of Phi Sigma Kappa has
30 points to top the "1T’ League
scoring.

Fanner To Get
’ Another Shot
At WSC King

Rot If $1()N’ItitIMIKRY (’r!), Planta Clara forward, that this rebound
( enter Bob itorghenetnI, but tIIl get another chanee
10
111.I.F.ISi night uhen the Spartans and Santa (lent meet again In
It..’ chic Auditorium at p.m. spartana untehing Borgheseni clear
the bar hboard :ire Tor Ilarown (19) and Bud Ilklm (IS). Borgite,4111.% fete of out-rehotioding Montgomery Is no small job. The
santa ( hire foruard l 6 ft. 7 In. ultIle Borgheaani la 6 It. 4 In.
photo b) Sims

Wrestlers Meet SFS
In Dual Meet Tonight
bovn ’Talbot. 167. and Jerry Lechn, 177.
Slated to see action in the exiJliigiiuiit %k ith Ili, San Fran - hihitiorui are Carlos Arevalo or
?
Stair (lators in spat tan Gym Roy Higa. 113; Bob Fukanaga.
1 137. Brooks or Simpkins, 147:
tie 7 :Ill o alock.
the Spat t.in matmen trounced !Fred Temps. 137, Ken Spagnola
?
Hay l’itv grapplers 29-5 in a or Ron Phillips. 167. Ledin. 191:
1-.1glit exhibition hoots have

1.kied to tonight’s %)u-sli)
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Fraternity Cagers To Collide
ith (OP Champions T on tght
W

San Jose State’s intramurall
cage champ and COP’S Intramural /
titlist will collide tonight in a benefit game at Stockton at 8 o’clock.
The COP team invited the SJS
champs to take part in the game
which will benefit members of the
Tiger omit) whose wallets were
stolen while they were playing a
game
-

Pock,. vs. cockeit
-

Y. Feb 15 .
I.
N1..novet Al Weill announc,..1.> that Rocky Marviano’s
%NOM’ for ii heavy.
,1 title (1a tense in May against
0! Enidand. PrnbablY
iceuk)n
a ’ ‘itti FI:ineieo
11 the fight is held in San Frani,
Weill said, it mill be staged
iitifoiorm to Re/4r Stadium, where
1’, 0111fitri J1111171) Murray tot-sax’s
it, at more than til.(SX).000
S
tSSI? NG2:11:

N

NEW
FORMAL
WEAR?

RENT Ill
Whatever the
formal osessioo-oast fashionably
comet clothes, et
seasoaable
natal prkail

The Tuxedo Shop
14 SO FIRST ST.
Mem .7ktirs.’ttli

John Oldham Tops
IntramuralScoring

W AA Doings
Ply JANINE LaFEHR
Tickets for the WAA Banquet,
which will be held March 3 at
6:30 p.m at Mariani’s will be on
sale in the patio of the Women’s
gym. The price will be $2.60 per
person
Transportation will he
provided. and everyone is Invited
to at tend
.

modern
dance group, held every Wednesday at 3:30 pin.. recently sponsored a master lesson taught by Will and Lathrop from the Halprinlathrnp Dance Foundation in San
Francisco.
lathmp, a graduate of the Cornish School and a former member
of the
Martha Graham Dance
Company. led 37 atudents through
a satiety of dance step(
A groat time was had by all,
and ()reheats hopes to have more
master lessons in the future.
Orrhests,

the

W AA

Bill Lamson, KA coach, will take
a nine -man team to Stockton for
the game. Lamson’s starting lineup will be Torn flaine and Lee
Walton at
forwards, Clarence
tVeasman at center, and Rocky
Homan and Benny Matulich at
guards.
Also making the trip for KA
are Bob Waters. Don Helmet’s,
Jack Fudge. and Hal Morrow.
The home team will be host at
an after-game dinner for the San
Jose State fraternity.

Spartans Near
Cinching 2nd
San Jose State’s Spartan cagers
can come within one game of
cinching at least a tie for second
place in the California Basketball
Association when they meet the
University of Santa Clara Broncos in the Civic Auditorium tomorrow night.
A victory over the Broncos would
give the Spat-tans a 6-3 record in
CBA play with only three games
to play. This would leave COP
as the only team which could
overhaul the Spartans in the
stretch.
The high flying Dons have it in
their power to insure themselves
at least a tie for the champions by
eliminating all except San Jose
from the title race with a win
over St Mary’s tonight.
The Dons are undefeated in
their eight CBA outings.

TUESDAY
and
THURSDAY
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FIFTH and
SANTA CLARA

ITALIAN
DINNER
complet

$100

A must for budget-minded students

ITALIAN RESTAURANT
Opon 1100 cm. to 8:30 pm.Sat. and Sun. to 900
175 SAN AUGUSTINE STREET
Downstoirs

Apt
State
alumr

So

Pay Little - - - Eat Big

A9ke:cf
129 E. SAN FERNANDO

Give It a Try!

and Wally Ends are Spartan divers, while in the 100 yard (Iasi’,
Art Laznbert and Bill Robertson
seek points. Earthman and Larry
Wood swim the 200 yard bad::stroke, and Cross and Anderson
joust the Navy in the, breaststroke.
The 440 yard event finds Carl
Yates. Smalley and George Brackett. and the 400 yard relay end’s
the evening with any four of
Haine, Kovisto, Lambert, Robertson. Wood. and Abouaf.
The frosh mermen. with one of
the smallest squads in years,
opens its season against Carlmont
High School tomorrow afternoon
at 3:45 o’clock in the Spartan
Pool. Coach Walker urges any
freihmen who have swum competitively to turn out as the froth
are short in all events.
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Kappa Alpha Theta’s Have
Founder’s Day Celebration

home Ec Group
Sells Cards Today

Approximately 140 San Jose ers’ Day recently, with a luncheon
State Kappa Alpha Thetas and at the Hotel Be Anza. Speakers
alumnae celebrated their Found- at the affair were Theta’s third
national vice president, Mrs. Ganser, and president of district nine,
Mrs. McDuf fee.
A highlight came when scholarships were presented to chapter
members, Judy Mong and Judie
Brooks.
Girls from the active chapter
and pledge group provided enterNew officers will be elected at tainment. White carnations, tied
the final winter quarter meeting of with yellow ribbons and tapers,
Spartan Oriocci Club Saturday ev- centered table decorations.
The Theta’s annual pledge dance
ening, according to Flo Kawahara,
is to be this Saturday at the Saba
publicity chairman.
The general election meeting in Capitols. It will be the first
will be held in the Student Union time the sorority has held a dinner
from 8 to 12 p.m. according to Tom dance.
Seven pledges were initiated
Hamarnoto, president. Refreshmeets will be served following the Sunday afternoon. Raiz/ Frasier
was awarded the most outstandmeeting:
Future plans for the organiza- ing pledge. Other neophites were
tion include its fourth annual Carol Bann, Chris Griffitts, Susan
’Black Champagne" dance, March Fosgate and Sara True.
5. Couples will dance to the music
of the "The Modernes." Bids are
now on sale and may be purchased
from any of lhe members.
Spartan Coaches and their wives
will be honored by SJS alumni at
the fourth annual Coaches Dinner
to be held at Slcywood Lodge on
Monday, Feb. 21.
The dinner is sponsored by the
"Fashions on Campus" modeled
by members of Alpha Omicron Pi executive board of directors of the
was the feature of a dessert bridge SJS Alumni Association in recogparty staged at the sorority’s nition of the services rendered the
Mothers’ Club Saturday afternoon. college by the coaches.
Girls who modeled in the show
were Sandra Singer, Toni Wood,
Carolyn Witt, Diane Harlow, Irene
Hohener, Barbara Reynolds, Yvonne Moniz, Kathy Ogilvie, Carol
Knutson and Gail Hennessy. Barbara Cirna and Carol Thompson
served as commentators. Marker
Weinzerl was featured vocalist.
The party was under the chairmanship of Mrs. Richard Hagar,
assisted by Mrs. Louis Cima, fashion show; Mrs. Bert Saling, refreshments; Mrs. Muller Ward,
reservations; Mrs. Carl Kuntson,
publicity.

Group To Elect
New Officers
Next Saturday

Coaches’ Dinner
To Honor Mentors

AOPi Models
Campus Dress

Greeting eards will go on sale
today ia the beltway of the
Hoene Remssnik- banding by the
mailmen et Eta Rionita. bane
eceaseedes maid eimsainatisla.
according to Lorna Madera,
presideaL

CM 0 Sorority
Initiates Eight
In Formal Rite
Jam Ereno was chosen Outstanding Pledge of her class at the
formal initiation of eight Chi Orne,
ga pledges Saturday. Pledges Initiated as members were Ona Richardson. Elizabeth Heath, Jeanette
Furtado, Joan Ereno, Hazel Deichelbohrer,
Maureen
McEnaney,
Charlotte Halemeier, and Marilyn
Cole.
Following the ceremonies. the
new initiates honored their "Big
Sisters" by taking them to lunch.
The sorority held a Big-Little Sister party Sunday night in honor
of their new winter pledge class.
The Chi Ortega Mother’s Club
will sponsor a family dinner this
Sunday for members and their
families.
The world’s northernmost coal
mines burrow into the ’bleak
mountains of Spitsbergen, Norway’s arctic outpost only 800 miles
from the North Pole.
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Cinderella Picks Slipper
In Theta Chi Queen Tilt
A house-to-house search will be
made by Theta Xi fraternity to
find which of SJS’ sorority girls
will be their Cinderella Girl.
One coed from each house will
be chosen, entirely by foot size.
The first girl in the house to fit
the "Magic Slipper" will be the
candidate.
Theta Xi will honor the ten
girls at dinner Thursday, Feb. 24.
The big event will be the Cinderella Ball at Chateau Boussy Saturday night, Feb. 26.
At the stroke of midnight, each
girl will select one from ten identically, wrapped packages. Nine
packages will contain some article
of apparel, but one will conceal
the pair of magic Satin Slippers.
The girl choosing that package

Clhi- Pi Sigma Pins
Quarter Pledges
Chi Pi Sigma, SJS police fraternity, recently pinned itpkdges
for the winter quarter, according
to Stephen Chesley, publicity director for the group.
The pledges are: Fred Abram.
Carlos Eckert, Clifford Eppard.
Gerald Fitting, Edward Gardner,
Charles Tracy, John Lee, Isao
Kondo, Alvin Brown and John Kerner.

will reign as this year’s Cinder.
ella Girl.
Social chairman John Howarl
has as his assistants Eldon Peter,
In charge of decorations; Chuck
Bolin, arranging entertainment;
and Jim Tort. in charge at re.
freshments.

Education Society
Schedules Meeting
Following Supper.
Kappa Delta Pi, honorary education society, will hold a suppermeeting Tuesday Feb. 22 at
p.m. in Room 49, according to ass
announcement from Betty Pearson, publicity chairman.
Following the supper In RooM
49, there will be a talk by Dr.
Gordon Edwards of the Science
Department on "Man and Insects".
He will speak at 8 o’clock in Roont
53.
At the fast meeting of Kappa
Delta Pi plans were made for the
forthcoming West (bast Convention to be held at Fresno in April.
Because of conflicts in the _regular officers’ schedules, Mary Mo) .
era and Betty Pearson were appointed to serve the remainder of
the terms for secretary and publicity chairman.

EGAD! MORE LUCKY DROODLES !
11.1

Co-Rec Adds
Social Dancing
The Co-Roe committee has added social dance instruction to
the list of activities for Thursday
evenings in the Women’s Gym, according to Clark Gelhaur, co-chairman.
Instruction in mambo,, tango,
jitterbug and foxtrot will be included in the class. Instruction
will be at half-hour intervals during the usual social dance activity
from 7:30 to 10 o’clock p.m.
Badminton, volleyball, ping
pong and other activities will be
offered throughout the evening.

WHAT’S THIS?

0

morrosteas co* sum IN
INAS-VIM 1111111011 AT MONT
Frank Shun nry
UrRearm ty of Mar viand

!MATTA ANNIVINO AT NW ROOM
NI &MOT MINN,

Gary R. Dierking
Univeniity of Kansas

Sorority Initiates
Eleven Members
Eleven new members were Initiated into Kappa Kappa Gamma
sorority recently. They are Barbara Bennion, Bobbie Boone, Nancy Burke, Jan Daugherty, Tootle
Ervin, Teddy Gehr, Marilyn LaTerr, Barbara Jo Linder, Patty
Smith, Eleanor Rice and Diane
Rose,
The neophytes were
with a luncheon given
big sisters at Mariani’s. Barbara
Bennion received the Outstanding
Pledge award and Nancy Burke
was presented with the Scholarship award.
Kappa winter pledges recently
elected officers, who are Betty
Easton, Diane Davis, June Paye,
Vivian Andres, Jan Munch, Mary
Ann Miler, Jean Shervy, Doris
Wilkinson. Erin Kavanaugh, Joyce
Mc Cabe, Carol Curtice.

about which cigarette to
smoke? Take a hint from the Droodle
above, titled: Two searchlight crews, one
asleep, one enjoying better -tasting
Lnckies. Your search is over when you
light up a Lucky. You’ll find out why college smokers prefer Luckies to all other
brands, as shown by the latest, greatest
college survey. Once again, the No. 1
reason: Luckies taste better. They taste
better, first of all, because Lucky Strike
means fine tobacco. Then, that tobacco is.
toasted to taste better. "It’s Toasted"
the famous Lucky Strike processtones
up Luckies’ light, good-tasting tobacco
to make it taste even better. . cleaner,
fresher, smoother. So, enjoy the bettertasting cigarette . . . Lucky Strike.

IN Mt DM&

us. memo Not wire.
James U.
Cokes& 8eresamiarlepe

41Iltridr

Criminal types: Hollywood had
to send several "heavies" to Chicago recently. It seems the story
on location there called for persons with criminal faces, and none
could be found in the Windy City.
So a "gang" of acting talent was
disPateKed there.
Crimes.
Romel eminent
orator,
wank’ be known
as "Old Spihiterlips" today. He
had a tomb nes kW by" to muck
that he sminaced it, kissed it and
watered it with wins.

For solution see paragraph below.
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SHOP ’TIL 9 P.M. MONDAY AND THURSDAY EVENINGS
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Official San Jose State Jacket
iiith Your Own or School Name!

MONOGRAM FREE!
Regulation
gold/blue!

Lake Hale’s your headquarters for school jackets! Let us
your (mu or .your school’s name on yours without
extra cost! Get your order in early for speediest sen ice. Look
to liale’s Men’s Store for your ,.chool wardrobe needs
get the quality and style you want, and you’ll find your budget
x. ill last longer.

100’; Reproce.sed wool body
Raglan or set-io leather blerNei
Leatherbound pockets
Knitted collar.

culls, wiustband

Completed lieeil! Sires 38-46

Holo’s Store for Men, 334 South First Street
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